
Tactical Edge Services

Edge Services essentially allow us to bring any cloud service to any edge deployment. Complex, 
specialized missions require highly specialized solutions to get the job done. But what if 
commonplace commercial capabilities can be integrated in new and innovative ways to answer 
mission needs, save lives, and eliminate years of costly research and development?

SAIC, a leading technology integrator, has invested to rapidly develop Edge Services solutions that 
leverage internet of things (IoT), high bandwidth communications (such as 5G), and new computing 
technology. These solutions address a range of capability gaps for near-real-time communications, 
sensing, and collaboration — a necessity in peer threat environments. Additionally, SAIC is 
a trusted, cleared, knowledgeable agent that can successfully map leading commercial 
applications in the security environment needed for mission success. We enable U.S. 
warfighters to have real-time, multi-domain (air, sea, land, space, cyber) situational 
awareness and persistent communications, including the ability to function in 
disconnected mode, so they make informed decisions in a chaotic environment.
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Contact
Ward Quinn (Sales Lead)
843.647.6480 
Ward.V.Quinn@saic.com

Jubal Biggs (Technical Lead)
843.991.0437   
Jubal.Biggs@saic.com

Offerings

DATA  SH A RING
Data is shared to local peer-nodes 
as well as higher echelon and cloud-
based instances.

LOC A L  DATA  PRE SE N TAT ION
ELK stack (Elasticsearch, Logstash, 
and Kibana) services allow data 
presentation and manipulation at 
every node. AR and mixed reality 
and mobile device access are also 
available. 

C ON TA INE R IZE D  SE R V ICE S
Containerized services (in some 
cases indentical to cloud services) 
are deployed using Kubernetes 
orchestration. These modules plug 
into the IoT hub and can include 
Blockchain, Machine Learning, Cyber 
“sensors” and more.

I oT  HUB
The IoT Hub is a lighweight, 
containerized application that allows 
for pub-sub messaging and peer-to-
peer data transfer as well as plugging 
in a wide variety of service modules.

C OMPU T E  NO T E
Edge Services rely on validated 
hardware platforms that range from 
ARM based “disposable” Edge 
compute notes to powerful on-prem 
analytics workstations.

Bringing the Cloud to the Battlefield
We harness the power of cloud computing-type services, high bandwidth 
communications, IoT sensors, and mesh networks to transform battlefield 
capabilities. Our Edge Services offerings leverage in-house innovation with best 
commercial and government solutions to address the DOD’s top challenges.

Our Edge Services bring the power of the cloud to the tactical edge. Our 
modular architecture rapidly delivers customized capabilities at the unit level 
and facilitates shared awareness to the individual operator. We integrate Edge 
Services on small, rugged, lightweight compute devices that are composable, 
forming highly portable mission command centers offering unprecedented 
situational awareness at the front lines and tactical advantage against  
near-peer threats.

Edge Services for Distributed Operations
With expeditionary missions in mind, SAIC tailors a range of solutions that 
address expeditionary mission command. Our Edge Services solution enables 
warfighters to communicate, sense, and collaborate in near real time in  
any operational environment, even outside the range of internet connectivity.  
It is flexible and adaptable enough to support distributed operations on  
a modern battlefield.

Our Edge Services solution’s key features include:

• Application Hosting Anywhere – including vehicle and dismount platforms
• Integrated Communications System – including CsFC compliant software 

defined networking
• Data Center in a Box – hyper-converged and decomposable
• Advanced Machine Learning – on the edge
• Cloud Native Software Architecture – run virtual machines and transition to 

containers and microservices
• Analytics on Any App – persistent and resilient common operational picture
• Zero Trust Security Architecture – cyber situational awareness

C U RRE N T  S TAT E S A IC  S TAT E  F OR  E D G E  D OMIN A NC E

Stove-piped applications hosted at HQ
Application Hosting Anywhere with Cloud Native 
Software Architecture

Multiple communication systems based 
on platforms and services

Integrated Communications System for Joint Domain 
operations

Geographically remote data centers Data Center in Box

Human intelligence triage of incoming 
data at remote site

Advanced machine learning on edge and analytics on 
any app

More bandwidth means more risk 
exposure to cyber attack

Zero Trust allows complete faith in cyber operations 
at any bandwidth with improved SA


